
SOM POI

Inspired by the name of 
“Nam Khamin Som Poi”

which is believed to have
the power to protect against

bad luck, dark magic and
evil forces according to
Lanna culture.Mekhong

RAIYODDOY O’Sunshine 

(Chiang Mai White Spirit)

Jasmine green tea 

Silpin Lamduan syrup

TAN TUNG

The name is inspired by
Lanna “Tung” flags.

During the Songkran Festival,
“Tung” can be seen everywhere

between family gathering
and especially decorating

the sand chedi in each
temple compound.

KOYOTE LAMKA

(Chiang Mai White Spirit)
Lime juice, Sprite 

       Silpin Brown sugar syrup 

Chocolate powder

PHRAYA WAN

An inspiration name from the first day
 of Lanna New Year.

The tradition of eating jackfruit 
is believed to bring good luck 

for the entire year. 
“Khanoon” 

in Thai symbolize support 
and prosperity.

(Chiang Mai White Spirit)
Infuse jackfruit 

Orange curacao 

Lime juice, Egg white 

Silpin Jasmine rice syrup 

THREE KING SERIES 
              390 THB

“Pi Mai Mueang”

Beverages
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PHAI

Orange

 Longan 



APPETIZER BASKET

LANNA HORS D’OEUVRES  590

จิ�นลุงทอด JIN LUNG THOD

Shan style deep fried minced pork meatballs with mixed 
seasonal vegetable, Ginger, shallots, coriander, coconut, 
shrimp paste sauce and serve with crispy pork rinds.

จิ�นส�มซี่โครงหมูทอด JIN SOM SI KRONG MOO 

Thai soured pork ribs with shallots, ginger, chili, 
roastedpeanuts

ไข�ป�าม KHAI PAM

Thai Northern style grilled eggs in banana leaf cups with 
spring onions and chili pepper.

MAIN DISH
ยำผักหวานไข�มดส�ม  460
YAM PHAK WAAN KHAI MOD SOM  

Ant eggs spicy salad with phak wan leaves, shallots,
lime dressing Serve with medium boiled free-range eggs

แก�งฮังเลแกะ GAENG HUNG LAY KAE   560
Northern style braised lamb shank hang lay curry

แก�งบ�าหนุน GAENG BA NOON  340
Young jackfruit curry with chopped pork ribs, 
shallots, lemongrass, tomatoes, cha om

ข�าวก่ำ KHAO GHAM   50
Steamed organic black sticky rice.

DESSERTS
ขนมจ�อก KHANOM JOAK    200
Steamed glutinous rice dumpling with sweet coconut filling,
sesame seed, coconut longan ice cream

ขนมดอกจอก KHANOM DOK JOK   200
Crispy Lotus Blossom Cookie, sesame seed with
marian plum ice cream

All prices are subject to 10% service charge 
and applicable government tax

The special promotion cannot be combined with any other offer or discount.

“Pi Mai Mueang”
Songkran Festival

Menu
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